NetFCM: a semi-automated web-based method for flow cytometry data analysis.
Multi-parametric flow cytometry (FCM) represents an invaluable instrument to conduct single cell analysis and has significantly increased our understanding of the immune system. However, due to new techniques allowing us to measure an increased number of phenotypes within the immune system, FCM data analysis has become more complex and labor-intensive than previously. We have therefore developed a semi-automatic gating strategy (NetFCM) that uses clustering and principal component analysis (PCA) together with other statistical methods to mimic manual gating approaches. NetFCM is an online tool both for subset identification as well as for quantification of differences between samples. Additionally, NetFCM can classify and cluster samples based on multidimensional data. We tested the method using a data set of peripheral blood mononuclear cells collected from 23 HIV-infected individuals, which were stimulated with overlapping HIV Gag-p55 and CMV-pp65 peptides or medium alone (negative control). NetFCM clustered the virus-specific CD8+ T cells based on IFNγ and TNF responses into distinct compartments. Additionally, NetFCM was capable of identifying HIV- and CMV-specific responses corresponding to those obtained by manual gating strategies. These data demonstrate that NetFCM has the potential to identify relevant T cell populations by mimicking classical FCM data analysis and reduce the subjectivity and amount of time associated with such analysis. © 2014 International Society for Advancement of Cytometry.